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Alan Stein, well-known strength and 
conditioning coach for the DeMatha High 
School (Hyattsville, Md.) boys program, 
says his school stages Stag Madness 
consisting of “a pep rally to introduce the 
team, a dunk contest and a scrimmage.” 

Frequent Basketball Coach Weekly 
contributor Justin Duke, head girls coach 
at Scio High School (Ore.), says his school 
has done Midnight Madness for the last 
five years. 

He invites the seventh through 12th 
grade players to take part. The evening 
begins at 6 p.m. with the parents serving 
dinner. Duke says they have an informal 
open gym afterward (“We can’t do 
any coaching until midnight,” he says). 
Around 8 p.m. a college coach talks to 
the teams about expectations. 

There are video games, music and 
activities unrelated to basketball that 
follow. At 11:30 p.m. the players go into 
the locker room to get prepped for 
practice and a countdown clock begins 
on the scoreboard. The buzzer goes off at 
midnight and practice begins. 

“We only practice for about an hour 
and, to be honest, we don’t get a lot 
accomplished,” Duke says. “It’s more 
symbolic than anything but the players 
really enjoy the night.”

After practice, the players sleep in the 
gym and parents bring breakfast to them 
in the morning. 

It’s a great idea and one to think about 
as you plan your team’s “madness” event.

My alma mater, Marquette University, 
hosted its Marquette Madness night 
Friday, Oct. 10. It included a dunk contest, 
a 3-point contest pitting players against 
coaches, team scrimmages, an autograph 
session and giveaways such as t-shirts to 
everyone, a television, Green Bay Packers 
tickets, chips and salsa for the first 1,000 
in attendance and much more. 

All the giveaways were attached 
to sponsors while the team events 
generated interest and excitement as 
the program begins its season in earnest 
with its first official practice. What 
used to be known as Midnight Madness 
across the country on college campuses, 
these season kickoff parties are a staple 
everywhere … and should be in your high 
school gym as well. 

Most high school programs are a few 
weeks away from the official first day of 
practice. But, as scholastic football begins 
to fade from memories as we enter 
November, build pride and spirit in your 
program with a season-launch party. 

Being in this business for more than 
a decade, I’ve seen schools use this 
night as a fundraiser for the basketball 
program, a way to do good by asking for 
food donations to give to a local charities 
and as an auction night benefiting the 
entire school. 

Start Season With ‘Madness’
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In this issue...

A couple issues ago I dedicated 
my column to the Triangle 
Offense in youth basketball.  

Joon Kim runs the NBA Breakdown 
Blog with a side site dedicated solely 
for the Triangle. He says the Triangle 
is “just solid fundamentals packaged 
in a way to encourage team play,” 
making it an excellent youth offense. 

Kim adds that younger players 

who haven’t developed advanced 
ball-handling or 1-on-1 skills still do 
well in the Triangle. Plus, a lot of the 
offense comes down to proper passing, 
establishing a pivot foot and passing 
into the post. These are skills younger 
players can learn through repetitions. 

On the flip side, Kim suggests 
talented perimeter players may feel 
the Triangle limits their game because, 

“this is an offense that is best when 
its players know how to attack from 
the triple threat or the post.”

He adds there is a lot of thinking going 
into the Triangle and youth players may 
not have this level of knowledge, such 
as reading defenses, proper spacing and 
playing off their teammates. “The offense 
is quick to install but takes time to master.”
- Michael Austin
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Michigan State’s Tom Izzo has been 
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excitement at his school’s Midnight 
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Zone presses are meant to confuse, befuddle and frustrate offenses — preparation is 
key when it comes to keeping cool and maintaining possession

Live By The 10 Rules For 
Beating A Full-Court Zone

Avoid double-teams in the 
backcourt by working on 
quick passes, running to 
space and moving the ball 
against a zone press
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Words and 
activities by: 
Kurt Guelsdorf, 
head girls coach, 
Oregon City High 
School, Ore.

Zone Press Breakers

There are 10 rules you must follow to 
sustain success against zone pressure, 
which is intended to speed you up, 

create turnovers (and easy baskets) and get 
you out of your comfort zone. 

Be fundamentally sound
Players have to dribble, pass and catch 

under pressure. Work on it daily. 

Have 3 outlets
You must always have three outlets out 

of a trap: behind, middle and sideline.

exploit tHe middle
Avoid the corners and keep the ball in 

the middle of the floor. All great zone-press 
teams want the ball to a side rather than in 
the middle.

Cut it 
Utilize cutters and double cutters, and 

always have a player in the middle.

stay safe
Keep one player behind the ball as a 

safety.

attaCk! 
Attack the pressure and try to get 

easy shots. Teams content just to get the ball 
across mid-court are susceptible to soft traps 
and “free” easy traps across the midline.

use extra Guards 
Add an extra guard or point guard 

on the floor if necessary. Zone traps feed 
off the energy of the first misstep and turn 
consecutive turnovers into a big-time run.

daily drills
Practice daily against pressure. Go 1-on-

1, 3-on-4 and even add seven or eight players 
on defense to simulate the extreme pressure 
you may face.

master a few 
Be great at the press breaks you want 

to install. Don’t go overboard and install more 
than you can work on in practice. Use 1-up, 
2-up and 1-4 so you have some variety but so 
it’s not overwhelming to players.

plaCe tHe offense  
at a disadvantaGe 

Run 3-on-4, 4-on-5 and 5-on-7 drills so the 
offense always is at a disadvantage.
 This makes it easier to get across mid-court 
come game time.
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Disadvantage Drill Tests Offense
Playing 3-on-4 and needing to move the ball to mid-court, the offense must make quick 
decisions to avoid traps and constant pressure

WHY USE IT
Sometimes a team’s defense 
is so good it seems like they 
have an extra player on the 
floor. Simulate that by having 
the defense play with an extra 
person.
 

SET UP
The offense has one person 
taking the ball out of bounds 
under the basket and a player 
at each elbow. Four defenders 
cover the backcourt area 
with pressure on everyone, 
including fronting the two 
elbow players as there is a 
defender behind them to 
provide help.

HOW TO PLAY
The offense needs to inbound 
the ball and attempt to move 
up the court. The goal is to get 
across mid-court. The defense 
traps in the corners and on the 
sideline [1]. Be sure the offense 
uses the inbounder on a 
potential return pass if he’s 
open to shift the defense [2]. 
Attack the opposite side as the 
defense shifts in an attempt to 
execute another trap along the 
sideline. Off-ball offensive 
players continue to look for 
holes in the defense [3].

TECHNIQUE
If the offense reaches mid-
court without turning over 
the ball, give them a point. If 
the defenders steal or force 
a turnover, they use their 
advantage and look to score. 
Play for five minutes.
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1

2 The inbound passer is a key player as 
a pressure release and helps shift the 
defense away from the trap

The weak-side offensive wing flashes to the middle so 
the new ball handler has a shorter potential pass to make

The defense traps in the corners and on 
the sidelines making it even more difficult 

for the offense to get across mid-court

Sprint to open areas of the floor before 
defenders recover to diminish the defensive 

returns of having a player advantage

If there is any open space, the ball 
handler attacks with the dribble and 
looks to pass before being trapped

Player movement Ball movement  Dribble Shot

Zone Press Breakers



Try 3 Simple, Sure-Fire Inbound Sets
Drill the movements in practice, then unleash these easy-to-execute pressure breakers on 
an overly aggressive zone defense

WHY USE IT
Install multiple methods to 
beat zone presses to keep the 
defense guessing and build your 
offense’s confidence in subduing 
pressure.

SET UP
Go with a 4-across in two 
of the sets while the other 
features positioning two 
players in the frontcourt.

HOW TO PLAY
The first set is from a 1-4 
across. 1 flashes toward the ball 
then moves out to screen for 4. 
4 comes to the ball, then drops 
middle. 1 completes the screen 
and comes to the ball as 2 and 
3 extend the defense by 
running deep [1]. The second 
set (Hubie Brown press break) 
places 4 and 1 at the ball-side 
elbow. When 1 is overplayed, 4 
flashes to the ball. 5 passes to 
4, who hits 1 moving up the 
floor. 1 then passes ahead to 2 
or 3, or dribbles into the 
frontcourt [2]. Start the third 
set from a 1-4 across with 2 
and 3 flashing toward the ball, 
then sprinting deep off screens 
from 1 and 4 respectively, who 
had faked deep. 1 and 4 then 
come to the ball [3].

TECHNIQUE
The goal of the three sets is 
to get the ball in the best ball 
handler’s hands away from the 
corners and sidelines. All sets 
have a long option to beat an 
overplaying defense with a 
deep pass into the frontcourt.
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1

2 Have 4 flash to the ball when teams 
overplay your point guard (1)

The back-and-forth action coming to the ball doesn’t allow 
the defense to pinpoint on a single inbound receiver

Send the outside players long to soften the 
pressure — if the defense doesn’t run with 
them, send a long pass into the frontcourt

At this point, your best ball handler has the 
option to fire a long pass ahead to 2 or 3, or 

simply dribble-attack the middle

The outside players flash hard to the ball and sell the fake 
pass coming to either side before running off the inside 

screens and spiriting into the frontcourt 

Confuse the defense by sending both 
inside players long first before having 
them retreat and set screens

Player movement Ball movement  Dribble Shot

Zone Press Breakers



WHY USE IT
If the opposition switches on 
screens, use this play to create a 
mismatch down low and a high-
percentage scoring opportunity 
for a post player on a smaller 
guard.

SET UP
A forward (4) is at the top of 
the key with a guard (2) on 
the weak-side post. The point 
guard (1) is near mid-court 
with another post player (5) on 
the ball-side block. 

HOW TO PLAY
2 comes high and backscreens 
for 4. When the defense 
switches, now 4 has a smaller 
player defending [1]. After 
setting the screen, 2 sprints to 
the ball-side corner coming off 
a screen from 5, who has 
stepped out [2]. 5 steps higher 
to meet the ball. 3 passes to 5. 
4 seals the defender on the 
weak-side block. 5 passes to 4 
posting up. 4 now has a 
high-percentage shot at the 
rim with a smaller defender 
behind him or her [3].

TECHNIQUE
Be sure 2 comes high and 4 
doesn’t release low too early. 
If 2 and 4 become bunched 
together, it becomes easier for 
the initial defenders to stick 
with their assignments instead 
of switching. After running this 
play a couple times, watch the 
defense cheat back a bit. If so, 
look for 2 coming open in the 
corner for a 3-pointer.

New Zealand Creates Mismatches
New Zealand ran this sideline play against the U.S. in the FIBA World Cup to create a post 
mismatch against a guard
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1

2 4 seals the smaller 
defender and gains 
position in the lane

2 comes high moving above 
the free-throw line to force the 
defenders to switch on the screen

4 waits for 2 and doesn’t move 
too early — if 4 shifts low before 

the screen is set, then the taller 
defender simply stays with 4 and 

the mismatch is negated

5 catches the pass and fires the ball 
to 4 who has position and scores on 
the high-percentage shot

Player movement Ball movement  Dribble Shot

Knowing the defenses switch all 
screens, 5 sets the screen and 

knows the defender will be behind 
and not in front disrupting the pass

Sideline Out-Of-BOundS Play

By Marc Skelton, head boys 
coach, Fannie Lou Hamer 

High School, Bronx, N.Y.
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